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SCHEDULE 195
WEATHER ADJUSTED RATE MECHANISM
(WARM Program)
(continued)
SPECIAL CONDITIONS (continued):
5. WARM is the Company’s default billing method for the Rate Schedules to which this Schedule
applies. Customers are included in the WARM program unless they opt-out of the program. Any
customer that elects to opt-out of the WARM program will remain out of the program until such
customer elects to change their opt-out status.
6. Customers will have an opportunity to change their status in the WARM program each year.
Customers will be notified annually through a bill insert and bill messages that they may change
their status in the program. Customers will have until September 30 to make a status change.
Except as provided in Special Conditions 7 and 8, any notice received after September 30 will not
become effective until the effective date of the next WARM Period.
7. Any new customer will have thirty (30) days from the date that the Company’s new customer
information packet is mailed to the Customer in which to opt-out. For purposes of this Schedule,
a new customer is a customer that has not had a gas service account with the Company within
the last twelve (12) month period, or is a customer that has been issued a new service account
number by the Company due to a material change in their account.
8. Customers will not be allowed to change their status in the program after September 30, except,
upon customer request, in the following circumstances:
a. The Company can verify that the customer does not have natural gas space heating
equipment installed at the service address.
b. The customer moved from an address that used natural gas for space heating to a new
address that does not have gas natural gas space heating equipment installed;
c. The customer moved from an address that did not use natural gas for space heating to a new
address that does have natural gas space heating equipment installed;
d. The customer, or their authorized representative, can provide evidence that the customer had
not received notice regarding the WARM Program;
e. The customer, or their authorized representative, can provide evidence that the customer
was not capable of understanding the written information describing the program and the optout instructions.
f. The Company can verify a contact, prior to September 30, from the customer, or their
authorized representative, requesting a change to their WARM status, but for whatever
reason, the change was not processed;
Status changes granted in accordance with 8.a., and 8.d. will become effective with the
customer’s next regular monthly bill. Status changes granted in accordance with 8.b. and 8.c. will
become effective with the first day of service at the new address. When status changes are
made in accordance with 8.e.and 8.f., the customer’s next bill will show revised billing amounts
for customer’s account back to the first bill issued following the beginning of the WARM heating
season.
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SCHEDULE 195
WEATHER ADJUSTED RATE MECHANISM
(WARM Program)
(continued)
9. Upon request, the Company will provide Customer with historical billing information that reflects
bills with and without the WARM adjustment for any month during the WARM Period.
10. Should a change to the margin rate occur during the WARM Period, the equivalent therms used
in the calculation of the WARM adjustment will be based on the entire billing period, and then
prorated based upon the number of days applicable to each margin rate. The pro-rated therms
are then multiplied by the applicable margin rate to determine the WARM adjustment for each
rate period. Example: If a margin rate change occurred on January 1, a bill with a bill period
between December 25 and January 24 would be prorated based upon 6 days at the prior margin
rate and 24 days at the new margin rate. The calculations performed under the provisions of
Special Conditions 2 and 3 will apply to each prorated period separately, except that the total
WARM adjustment for each bill will not exceed the maximum (increase or decrease) WARM
adjustment specified in Special Conditions 2 and 3.
WARM FORMULA:
1. The Formula is: WARM Adjustment =

∑ ( HDD
T

1

n ,t

− HDDa ,t ) * B * Mrgn

Where:
T = the days covered by the meter read dates for an individual customer’s bill
HDDn = the 25 year average of heating degree-days for each day determined using a 25-year average
temperature published by the National Oceanic and Atmospheric Administration (NOAA) as adopted
for use with the Company’s most recent general rate proceeding.
HDDa = the actual heating degree-days for each day based on the individual customer’s actual
beginning and ending meter read dates
B = the statistical coefficient relating heating degree-days to therm use determined in the most recent
general rate case, or other Commission authorized proceeding.
Mrgn = the relevant Rate Schedule margin defined as the current Billing Rate less the current
Commodity Rate, Pipeline Capacity Charge, and any Temporary Adjustments.

2. For purposes of calculating the WARM Adjustment, the following shall apply:
a. A Heating Degree Day (HDD) is defined as the extent by which the daily mean temperature
falls below a specified set point on a specified day. The HDD calculation uses a set point
temperature of 59 degrees Fahrenheit for the Rate Schedule 2 calculation, and 58 degrees
Fahrenheit for the Rate Schedule 3 calculation;
b. The statistical coefficients to be used in the calculation of the WARM Adjustment Factor
effective with the WARM Period commencing November 1, 2022 are:
Rate Schedule 2:

0.14942

Rate Schedule 3:

0.61412
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SCHEDULE 195
WEATHER ADJUSTED RATE MECHANISM
(WARM Program)
(continued)
WARM FORMULA: (continued)
c.

The applicable margins to be used in the calculation of the WARM Adjustment Factor
effective November 1, 2022 are:
Rate Schedule 2:

$0.68388

Rate Schedule 3:

$0.55639

(T)(C)
(I)(I)

Weather data used in the calculation of HDD for each customer shall be from the same weather
stations and weather zones that are used in the determination of thermal units as set forth in Rule 24.
WARM BILL EFFECTS:
The following table depicts the impact on Residential Rate Schedule 2 and Commercial Rate
Schedule 3 customer bills, respectively, at specified variations in HDDs.
RESIDENTIAL
HDD Variance
(+ or -)

Equivalent
therms

1
5
10
15
20
25
30
35
40
45
50

0.1494
0.7471
1.4942
2.2413
2.9884
3.7355
4.4826
5.2297
5.9768
6.7239
7.471

COMMERCIAL

Total Monthly
WARM adjustment
(+ or -)
$0.10
$0.51
$1.02
$1.53
$2.04
$2.55
$3.07
$3.58
$4.09
$4.60
$5.11

Equivalent
therms
0.6141
3.0706
6.1412
9.2118
12.2824
15.353
18.4236
21.4942
24.5648
27.6354
30.706

Total Monthly
WARM adjustment
(+ or -)
$0.34
$1.71
$3.42
$5.13
$6.83
$8.54
$10.25
$11.96
$13.67
$15.38
$17.08

To calculate variations beyond or in-between specified levels, multiply the desired HDD variance by
the applicable statistical coefficient, and then multiply that sum by the applicable margin.
To obtain the cent per therm effect of the Warm Adjustment, divide the WARM Adjustment by the
number of therms used during the billing month.
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SCHEDULE 195
WEATHER ADJUSTED RATE MECHANISM
(WARM Program)
(continued)
WARM BILL EFFECTS (continued):
Example Bill Calculation:
Here is the how the WARM adjustment is calculated for a residential Rate Schedule 2 customer
where the billing rate is $1.21861 cents per therm, the HDD variance is 50 HDDs colder than normal,
and the monthly therm usage is 129 therms:

(I)

HDD Differential:

Normal HDDs:
Actual HDDs:
HDD variance:

600 HDDs
650 HDDs
600 – 650 = -50 HDDs

Equivalent Therms:

HDD variance:
Statistical coefficient:
Equivalent therms:

-50 HDDs
0.14942

(C)

-50 x 0.14942 = -7.4710 therms

(C)

Equivalent therms:
Margin Rate:
Total WARM Adj.:

-7.4710 therms
$0.68388
-7.4710 x $0.68388 = ($5.10927)

(C)

Total WARM Adj.
Monthly usage:
Cent/therm Adj.:

($5.10927)
129 therms
($5.10927) / 129 = ($0.03961)

(R)

Current Rate/therm:
WARM cent/therm Adj.
WARM Billing Rate:

$1.21861
($0.03961)
$1.21861 + ($0.03961) = $1.17942

(I)

Customer Charge:
Usage Charge:
Total

$8.00
$1.17942
(129 x $1.7942) + $8.00 = $160.15

Total Warm Adjustment:

Total WARM Adjustment
converted to cents per therm:

Billing Rate per therm:

Total WARM Bill:

GENERAL TERMS:
This Schedule is governed by the terms of this Schedule, the General Rules and Regulations
contained in this Tariff, any other Schedules that by their terms or by the terms of this Schedule apply
to service under this Schedule, and by all rules and regulations prescribed by regulatory authorities,
as amended from time to time.
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